About Us
01 About Us
Introducing Express Rail Solutions, a new division from Express Solutions Group. With
many years of experience throughout the company, versatile manpower and fleet we
can offer a range of services to clean, desilt and dewater all types of drainage systems
including larger structures such as culverts to allow them to run as they should, to allow
inspections & maintenance, both of which we can complete if required using CCTV and/
or STE4 condition reports for the culverts.
We can cover all types of projects with our specialised equipment such as our Kroll tankers
and two Hydro cutters, two of only six built in the world.
We specialise in completing the jobs which others cannot and are proud to be known as
the UK’s Drainage problem solvers.

What we can offer
01 CCTV Surveys

02 Culvert & Drainage Jet-Vac Works

Our high-tech cameras will identify
structural issues, part or complete collapses, root ingress, pipe scale, incorrect installation, blockages, displaced
pipe joints, shared usage and much
more, including leaks and emanating
foul vapours. We are continuously
increasing our fleet of CCTV robots to
keep up with the ever-growing ability
& scope within the CCTV industry.

Unfortunately, culverts can become blocked from time to time,
owing to a build-up of leaves, twigs, branches, mud, calcite, and
silt, as well as rubbish that has been illegally dumped. If not
treated, these blockages can lead to a backup of water, which
can cause said water to breach the surface and create serious
issues for people and buildings around the affected area. Using
our in-house Jet-Vac Tankers we can fully cleanse a culvert to
ensure it remains operational, with additional notice we can also
supply RRV mounted jet-vacs. If not cleared on the railway this
can result in hidden defects and flooding, something we hope
we can prevent and address if the situation ever arises.

What we can offer
03 Hydro Cutting Technology

04 STE4 Examination

The newest solution now available is ingenious
hydro cutting technology, an expedient alternative solution to jetting hard deposits such as
calcification, concrete, and chemical solidification.
Operating from a command centre, this piece of
technology uses a powerful water beam which
cuts through the concrete to break it up for
removal, keeping the drainage system intact and
operational – and avoiding any further delays
to your project. The hydro-cutting technology
literally means no blockage and therefore no
problems.

We can offer to provide an STE4 to observe any
jetting works and to examine any culverts following cleanse using confined spaces techniques if
required. Our STE4s will also be trained to use the
CCTV equipment we provide.

Further Information

OFFICE LOCATIONS
We have two offices, the South
office is in Staines, London and
the North office is in Doncaster,
South Yorkshire, ensuring we can
offer a nationwide coverage and
be as reactive as required.

DETAILS OF FLEET
We have multiple jet-vac tankers
with recycling capabilities, CCTV
vans and 4x4 vehicles available
where required. We are taking delivery of a new Kroll recycling lorry,
which has the highest specifications
around and can tackle any type of
drainage that requires cleaning.

DETAILS OF MANPOWER
We have multiple experienced
Drainage Engineers, CCTV Operatives, Civil Teams, Tanker Drivers,
STE4 Examiners and STE2 Engineers all with sentinel sponsorship.
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